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FIT FOR THE NEXT TWO CENTURIES? 

This document presents the strategic case for significant internal change to 

the nave of Bassingbourn Parish Church. The last major internal reordering 

was in 1865-7 when the accretions of the previous two to three hundred 

years (monuments, tombs and other artefacts) were cleared out; the floor 

was re-laid and the monuments were rationalized and redistributed, new pews 

were installed in the middle areas on newly created wooden platforms, and a 

hot water radiator heating system was installed. The resulting internal 

arrangement has remained largely unchanged since then, save for the removal 

of some of the pews. 
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FIT FOR THE NEXT TWO CENTURIES? 

Introduction  

The changes of the Victorian era produced a church interior that fitted with 

the prevailing social perceptions of class and place but also – and perhaps 

unwittingly – removed from the village community the flexible space that had 

been available to them for the preceding 400 years for secular events, some 

related to the church’s liturgical calendar and some wholly secular. At the 

turn of the fifteenth/sixteenth centuries the church nave was openly available 

to all for community events and private celebrations, as attested by the 

churchwardens’ accounts, notably those for 1511, available now in the county 

archive at Cambridgeshire County Hall. 

The current proposal 

The Parochial Church Council (the leadership and trustees of the church) 

proposes to remove the pews from the central area of the nave and level the 

floor, repaving in stone over an under-floor (wet) heating system which will 

protect the fabric of the building (currently threatened by wasteful and 

damaging cycles of heating and cooling) and be environmentally friendly. The 

mediaeval pews will be restored and retained. 

Lavatories and a kitchen area will be provided, along with 4 new rooms, 

varying in size from small (for 6-8 people) to large (up to 60 people). These 

areas will be individually segregated from the overall background levels of heat 

provided all year round, thus providing comfort as needed on a cost effective 

basis. 

For the first time ever, the church will be able to seat over 300 people in 

comfort and for the first time in over 6 generations the community will 

recover the ability to meet, in number, for secular events ranging from 

markets to concerts. 
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The strategic case for change 

The case for change rests on 2 separate considerations, though each interacts 

with the other. 

1. The present layout is inappropriate for worship and mission, the forms 

of which have changed significantly since the Victorian reordering. 

2. The community has been deprived, for too long, of the large covered 

open space provided by the original builders in the 14th century. 

 

1) The needs of worship and mission 

 

a) The PCC wishes the building to be a welcoming and flexible 

place of worship 

 

The church’s furniture and layout is designed for a Victorian style of worship 

that is choral, formal and led from the front, with the congregation seated in 

formal rows of pews. The fixed pew seating is now inappropriate for many 

contemporary forms of worship, whilst the lack of space at the front of the 

church compromises more traditional liturgical worship, especially Holy 

Communion. Interactive all-age worship, such as our ‘Kids Service’, is 

particularly challenging in the current set-up and we are currently denied our 

desire for occasional worship ‘in-the-round’.  

 

We value a variety of different styles and patterns of worship and we will 

continue to offer a range of services, both contemporary and more 

traditional, but the PCC recognises that our current (and future) worship 

demands more flexibility of seating and space. 

 

The nave pews are not only uncomfortable and inflexible but pose particular 

difficulties for elderly members of the congregation and those with access 

requirements. For wheelchair users the pews are especially problematic 

including bad sight lines and a feeling of exclusion, being unable to sit next to 

friends and family members. The positioning of wheelchairs necessitated by 
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the fixed pews also constitutes a safety hazard for other members of the 

congregation.  

 

The Parish church is rightly called upon the conduct the funeral of a good 

many villagers and, not uncommonly, the current fixed seating is inadequate 

for the number of mourners we want to accommodate, and the retained 

platforms are a particular hazard in the area around the coffin. During one 

funeral, for example, a young woman tripped on the north platform and fell 

towards the coffin. For weddings, too, the arrangement at the front of the 

nave is far from ideal; bridesmaids, for example, cannot be accommodated in 

that area as we might want.  

 

During services which include baptisms, the baptismal parties (and many 

others in the congregation) move to the west end of the south aisle where 

the font is currently located. Some are able stand around the font although if 

it is a large party, many cannot see the baptism taking place, nor can they sit in 

comfort as the fixed pews face away from the font. 

 

The current heating system is ineffective, noisy and hungry for fuel. Most of 

the heat rises to the roof whilst at ground level the building is cold and 

uncomfortable for the congregation. The extremely noisy fan convector 

system is frequently a great distraction during services. For frail and elderly 

people the current arrangement is a barrier to worship during the winter 

months and, even for the hardiest person, the building feels unwelcoming and 

uncomfortable to be in for any length of time. This is a serious impediment to 

our life and ministry.  

 

The PCC therefore wishes to remove the central Victorian pews (whilst 

restoring and retaining the mediaeval pews), level the floor and install under-

floor heating, and relocate the baptismal font to a more accessible site at the 

east end of the south aisle. 
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b) The PCC wishes to create meeting spaces for children and 

young people, for teaching, fellowship and outreach.  

 

Currently, the only meeting space available for use by the church is the 

recently upgraded Church Room - a modest Victorian building situated 100 

yards from the church on the opposite side of the road. Our children are 

escorted there during the service on Sunday mornings but this does not help 

the children and young people (or the leaders) feel included in the service nor 

does it support the idea of family worship. The single room is inadequate for 

the needs of such a wide age-range of children; having a wide range of children 

in a single class makes it impossible for leaders to provide activities geared 

around a child’s age. The church needs a minimum of three rooms in the 

church itself to accommodate the range of age groups.   

 

There also needs to be a quiet room for use after the service where one or 

two people can meet to talk in private and pray through issues that may be 

troubling them, and a crèche to allow parents to take very young children into 

an area where the children are free to be a bit noisier whilst the parents can 

still feel part of the service. Providing a crèche will enable parents to relax and 

participate in worship, whilst other members of the congregation will not be 

distracted by crying or noisy toddlers.  

 

Currently there is no formal vestry for ministers to gather, robe, pray and 

prepare themselves for leading worship. The base of the tower, separated 

from the body of the church by only by a curtain, is the only space available 

for ministers. This area doubles as a storage area and provides access to the 

ringing chamber so is often busy and congested.  

 

Removal of the central Victorian pews and platform will provide a large 

flexible space in the nave for church events and suitable community events 

and concerts. But we also need a meeting space capable of accommodating 

40-50 people to host church teaching and social events as well as outreach 

activities such as the Alpha Course. Creating a meeting space of this size, with 
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access to catering facilities, would also be of great benefit for post-funeral 

gatherings for example and we hope that all the spaces being created will be a 

wonderful resource for the wider community during the week (see below).   

 

c) The PCC wishes to provide suitable catering facilities, toilets 

and storage 

Generous hospitality is central to our mission and there is a pressing need to 

provide suitable catering facilities. Coffee is served at the back of church after 

services but this is a difficult operation given that water has to be collected 

from a stand pipe outside.  

 

We currently have no facilities for preparing food and are unable to cater for 

our Alpha course, for example. When we have special events (such as our 

recent mission Sunday lunch) members of the congregation prepare food at 

home and bring it with them to the service. 

 

There are no toilet facilities in church which is particularly difficult for young 

children and for more elderly members of the congregation. It is also a bar to 

our expanding use of the church for community events and concerts. 

 

There is a lack of suitable storage in the church. Currently tables, children’s 

toys, musical instruments and other items are stored in the pews towards the 

back of church and in the base of the tower. The church, despite its 

spaciousness, always feels cluttered as a result of the lack of adequate suitable 

storage. 

 

The PCC wishes to provide a kitchen, toilets (including one accessible w/c) 

and adequate storage facilities. 
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2) Community needs 

The PCC wishes to have the building equipped and ready for 

use as a community resource 

It will be for the village community to develop, over time, a pattern of 

usage but it is suggested that any or all of the following might be of interest: 

i)  A space for viewing films (perhaps we could have a Bassingbourn 

 Film Club?) 

ii)  A space for experiencing together the joys and sadnesses of 

 national events – state funerals, coronations, election night 

 gatherings 

iii)  Space to have post funeral gatherings 

iv)  Space for wedding receptions (following the service in church) 

v)  New Year’s Eve party 

vi)  Exhibitions 

vii) Lunch club for older members of the community 

viii) Youth club 

ix)  Concerts both classical and popular 

x)  Live streamed major sporting events 

xi)  Other live streamed events - concerts, operas, popular music 

xii) Village market - with much easier access to stalls than is currently 

 possible 

xiii) Children’s holiday club 
 

 

b) The smaller spaces will be available to meet a wide range of other  

needs: 

i)  One to one counselling 

ii)  Small meetings – committees of clubs, for example 

iii)  Larger meetings – Parish Council, for example 

iv)  Medium sized group activity – Brownies, for example 

 

Many other groups and activities may benefit from using the facilities of the 

church building. We would love to hear your suggestions. 
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Conclusion 

It is some six generations since the church authorities last took it on 

themselves to make major internal change in Bassingbourn Parish Church. As 

the facilities then provided have become steadily less appropriate, at first in 

the later 20th century, and now to 21st century usage, the PCC have made a 

number of incremental changes. The result is a building not now fit for 

purpose and that has been severely compromised in terms of its usage and 

beauty whilst also being expensive to maintain and operate. The status quo is 

not viable, as the PCC recognized some 25 years ago when it started to 

consider these issues. The present proposals have been a long time in 

gestation and seek to achieve a significant change, as did the Victorians before 

us, to see us through the next six or so generations, based on careful thought 

and evaluation of the difficulties and potentialities of our wonderful heritage 

asset. 

We welcome input from all interested parties as we move towards finalizing 

our proposals and invite you to attend one or more of the following open 

events: 

 

Sunday September 13th 3pm – Open meeting in church with presentation 

of current plans and computerised ‘virtual’ model - with an opportunity for 

suggestions, questions and answers.  

Tuesday September 22nd and Thursday September 24th 2pm - 4pm  

Open afternoons in church – an opportunity for villagers to drop in, view the 

current plans, make comments and ask questions of church members. 

Tuesday November 19th 7.30pm-9.30pm – Open meeting in church with 

presentation of current plans and computerised ‘virtual’ model - with an 

opportunity for suggestions, questions and answers.  
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Appendix 1 

The Current Interior 

The last major re-ordering took place 150 years ago. Since then, the facilities have 

become steadily less appropriate, at first in the later 20th century, and now to 21st century 

usage. Successive PCCs have made a number of incremental changes but the result is a 

building not now fit for purpose and that has been severely compromised in terms of its 

usage and beauty whilst also being expensive to maintain and operate. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The current arrangement at the east end of the 

nave - the pew platforms will be removed and the 

floor levelled, whilst under-floor heating will allow 

us to remove the unsightly (and noisy) wall mounted 

heaters.  
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The current arrangement at the west end of the nave 

- the pew platforms will be removed and the floor 

levelled, storage will be provided and a sound 

proofed area (crèche) will properly cater for the 

youngest members of our church family.  

The current arrangement in 

the northwest corner - the 

‘refreshments area’, with water 

being collected from a stand 

pipe outside the north door. 

We plan to create catering 

facilities at the base of the 

tower. 
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The current ‘vestry’ is in the base of the tower behind a 

curtain. The area is currently used for storage and 

(precarious) access to the ringing chamber as well as being 

the place where ministers robe and (attempt to) prepare 

to lead worship. We plan to create a separate vestry, 

provide adequate storage and relocate access to the 

ringing chamber and bell tower.  
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The current seating in the nave (central part of the 

church) is in uncomfortable Victorian pews which were 

part of the re-ordering of the church undertaken between 

1865-7. We plan to remove the pews and their platforms 

to make way for under-floor heating, a stone floor and 

flexible seating.   

The pews in the north and south aisles are of historical 

importance, being of mediaeval origin. They are in varying 

states of repair and we plan to restore and retain them.   
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Parts of the rood screen are of mediaeval origin and this, 

together with our striking chancel dating from 1340-50, 

will not be altered in any way in our plans for 

improvements to the building. The chancel will continue 

to be used for occasional services and remain a place for 

quiet, personal prayer.    
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View from the gallery with church laid out 
for large services

View from Communion Table with sliding doors 
open to maximise seating for services

Appendix 2 

The proposals - screenshots from the computerised model 

Please note that these aim only to give an overall impression, not the detail (eg the 

colour of the stone floor may change). The chancel, screen and stained glass are not 

shown but will be all be retained, unaltered.   
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Back of church laid out for 
separate meeting or refreshments

Community event/dance/party
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Meeting room on South side of balcony

Upper room in bell tower with 
access to ringing chamber

Informal meeting room on 
North side of balcony
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